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Development[ edit ] Animal House was the first film produced by National Lampoon , the most popular
humor magazine on college campuses in the mids. When most of the Lampoon group moved on to SNL
except for Harold Ramis , Reitman approached him with an idea to make a film together using some skits
from the Lampoon Show. Ramis drew from his own fraternity experiences as a member of Zeta Beta Tau
fraternity at Washington University in St. Ivy League kind of school". Kenney, Miller and Ramis began
brainstorming ideas. Reitman and Simmons pitched it to various Hollywood studios. Simmons met with Ned
Tanen , an executive at Universal Studios. Ramis remembers, "We went further than I think Universal
expected or wanted. I think they were shocked and appalled. And we had a lot of scenes that were almost
orgies of vomit Landis then met with Mount, Reitman and Simmons and got the job. But it was really
offensive. There was a great deal of projectile vomiting and rape and all these things". Chase was a star from
Saturday Night Live, which had recently become a cultural phenomenon. His name would have added
credibility to the project, but he turned the film down to do Foul Play ; [6] Landis, who wanted to cast
unknown [4] dramatic actors [7] [6] such as Bacon and Allen the first film for both instead of famous
comedians, [6] takes credit for subtly discouraging Chase by describing the film as an " ensemble ". The
character of D-Day was based on Aykroyd, who was a motorcycle aficionado. Aykroyd was offered the part,
but he was already committed to Saturday Night Live. Landis did offer Ramis a smaller part, but he declined.
Webb ultimately backed out due to concerns over his clean-cut image, and was replaced by John Vernon.
Landis worked with Belushi on his character, who "hardly had any dialogue"; [4] [12] they decided that Bluto
was a cross between Harpo Marx and the Cookie Monster. Schooling refused permission to film there after
reading the script. After he consulted with other senior administrative colleagues who advised him to turn it
down due to the lack of artistic merit, the college campus scenes set at Berkeley were shot at USC in Los
Angeles. The film went on to become a classic, and Boyd was determined not to make the same mistake twice
when the producers inquired about filming at Oregon. After consulting with student government leaders and
officers of the Pan Hellenic Council, the Director of University Relations advised the president that the script,
although raunchy and often tasteless, was a very funny spoof of college life. Around , it was acquired by the
Psi Deuteron chapter of Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity and was their chapter house until , when the chapter was
closed due to low membership. The house was sold and slid into disrepair, with the spacious porch removed
and the lawn graveled over. A large boulder placed to the west of the parking entrance displays a bronze
plaque commemorating the Delta House location. Principal photography[ edit ] Filming commenced in the
autumn of , [13] [19] [21] and Landis brought the actors who played the Deltas up five days early in order to
bond. There was a lot of getting to know each other and calling each other by our character names. Belushi
and his wife Judy rented a house in south Eugene in order to keep him away from alcohol and drugs; [6] [13]
she remained in Oregon while he commuted to New York City for Saturday Night Live. Although the cast
members were warned against mixing with the college students, [4] one night, some girls invited several of the
cast members to a fraternity party. They arrived assuming they had been invited and were greeted with open
hostility. His wife Deborah Nadoolman purchased most of the costumes at local thrift stores, and she and Judy
Belushi made the party togas. He fell to the ground and pretended to be unconscious. The reporters were
completely fooled, and when Landis asked McGill to get up, he refused to move. The crowd loved it and the
filmmakers realized they had a potential hit on their hands. Soundtrack and score[ edit ].
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animal house is a american comedy film directed by john landis and written by harold ramis, douglas kenney and chris
millerit stars john belushi, tim matheson, john vernon, verna bloom, thomas hulce, stephen furst, and donald
sutherlandthe.
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